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FIRE PROTECTION IN LARGE SINGLE-STOREY FACTORY BUILDINGS
by
G. J. Langdon Thomas
Introduotion
The passing of the Factories Act 1959 and the not inconsiderable increase
in the industrial fire losses for last year have high-lighted the hazard from
fire in large factory buildings. A number of these fires ~ve resulted in losses
of more than a million pounds. An inspection of the ruins of these large fires,
the majority of which are single-storey shed type buildings, show many features
in common and from which a number of important lessons may be learnt.
In all these large fires the manUfacturing process was not the one for which
the buildings were originally designed. The result of this is that major
alterations have been carried out both to the structure and to the internal
layout of the building. To facilitate the movement of goods and equipment from
one department to another, individual bUildings have been connected by roofing
between one and another and in some cases by enclosing walls as well. The
size and layout of the buildings, as originally planned, was usually adequate
to keep possible fire losses within reasonable limits. The interconneotion of
one bUilding with another has resulted, however, in a continuous and complex
conglomeration of space, in many instances constituting many acres under one roof.
To increase accommodation within these vast areas, offices and stores on
galleries, have in many cases been constructed. The effect of such alteration
to the criginal shell of the building has been virtually to construct a series
of buildings within a building.
The structUre of these large factories was of the lightest form of
construction, brick or sheeted walls, steel trussed frames, protected metal or
asbestos-cement roof coverings and in some cases underdrawn with combustible
lining materials. Irrespective of the type of material used and the method
of construction, large, extensive and very expensive fires developed.
Production and administrative needs of industry require, in many cases,
large undivided space and administrative compartments within these areas are of
course a necessity. How can these needs be met and at the same time provide
a reasonable standard of safety for personnel and minimize losses should fire
occur?
It is the purpose of this paper to analyse the basic causes and effects
of these large fires and to suggest methods of reducing the risk of small fires
becoming large and expensive ones.
It must be appreciated that in consideration of factory design, in relation
to the reduction of the hazard from fire, statutory requirements in byelaws and
regulations under the Factories Acts must be complied with, all of which are
outside the scope.of this note.
GEineral
Shed type buildings consisting of light steel frames and sheet cladding
have no fire resistance - photographs of these large fires are ample evidenge
of this faot. If the struoture of the building is made fire resisting by
enoasing all steelwork and oonstruoting the external walls of materials which
will oontain the fire, will the fire hazard be eliminated? The answer to this
question must be "No".
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Howevel' fire, resisting our structure may be ,however carefully we
select our materials
both for the structure and for internal linings, fires
I
can and will occur, i f for no other reason than by virtue of the manufacturing process and the materials used and stored in connection with that
process."
I
Much, however,
can be done to minimize the effects of fire ana to keep
I
a small fire from becoming a large and economically disastrous one.
Site Planning

I
I,
,
I

The tendenoy today, on economic grounds, to use a large proportion of
the available land" on individual sites, for building tends to produce
conditions which lare undesirable from the fire-fighting and general fire
hazard point of ~jew.
,

,

In the siti~g of factories in relation to fire, these factors must be
taken into consideration: '
,
I

(a)

Accessiroads for fire-fighting appliances;

(b)

Distance between bUildings to reduce fire spread;
I
,
Access!from
roads
and
open spaces into the buildings.
,

I

(c)

(a) Access roads for fire fighting appliances
I

In a factorY layout access to allow the movement of transport within
the site is often adequate for the movement of fire applianoes. Nevertheless, changes of!l~out and the erection of tempora~ structures, connections between buildings by overhead power cables, ducts and piped services
can ofteri produc~ conditions where the close approach of the large firefighting appliantes to the perimeter of the building is often restricted.

(b)

Distance belween buildings

'

I

'

The siting of
buildings must also be considered from the standpoint of
I
reducing fire spread to the minimum.' The threat of fire may come from
of an adjoining bUilding which is on fire, or from
openings in the ~oof
I
the building as a whole i f the fire resistance of its walls and roof are not
adequate to contbn the fire. Fire may enter a building through its windows
by penetrating,,~ igniting its external walls or roof.

lr

The extent
the risk depends to a large extent on the distance
between buildingk, the fire resistance of the external walls, the size,
shape, amount oflopenings in walls and roof and the nature of the contents
of the building. I
' ,
,
It is also important to consider the position of single-storey buildings in relationl to those of adjacent multi-storey buildings. Fire may
spread vIa the roof of the single-storey building to windows of an adjoining high' b.l.cck , I If, however, the space about the buildings is adequate for
access for the larger types of fire-fighting appliances a reasonable degree
of safety may bel acp~eved.
(c) Access into! the building

.,
(

I

It isoften[ found in these large shed type buildings, that whilst
access around the perimeter may be adequate for fire-fighting appliances,
the accessibilitY of the building to actual fire-fighting operations leaves
much to be dasir,ed. Long runs of unbroken external wall, are often found
necessitating the ent~ into the building at considerable distances from
the actual fire 6.rea, with the result that firemen may have to negotiate a
heavily smoke-lad.en atmosphere before being able to bring a jet to the fire
area.
,I
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Size limits
Spread of fire within a given area can be exoremely rapid - much more so
than is generally realized. The result of this phenomenon of rapid fire spread
can mean that, in the large und Ivl-Ied ci-oas of sinSl(' storey factories, a very
substantial r.nd flotU. tialJ.y dan'. C'D'::: "'ire can G.ewlo}) before full scnle fil'e
i'; i J,t,jut. c.pCl·r,t!.ons Cal' be J:lut ir.!;o ,,;'fect.
The rapidity of the fire development will depend upon the size, shape,
amount of openings in walls and roof, the nature and disposition of any combustible contents and the nature of the process within the building. These factors
will also affect the temperature of the fire and indirectJ.y the rate of burning.

.'

The size, e.g. the floor area, which can be tolerated in any particular
claso of factory building is, therefore, dependent upon the factors noted above.
If the structure and contiont s 'ire non-combustible and the '9",occs;, ic of c.
ncn-l.naaz-dous nature, c, si::o limit on any onc division of the bud.Ld.Lng is
probably unnecessary. On the other hand, where combustible materials are used
in the structure, the combustible eontent is hiGh and the process presents a
potentialJ.y high fire risk; the floor area between fire resisting division
walls should be kept to the minimum consistent with, production requirements.
High hazard areas
The majority of factories contain materials or carry out proeesses whioh
present a high fire risk or possibly an explosion hazard. Such areas should
preferabJ.y be in separate buildings, sufficientJ.y isolated from the main
production area that the possibility of 'fire spread by radiation is suitably
reduced. I f complete isolation is not possible, the high hazard area should be
isolated from the main production area by walls and i f not taken to the full
height of the building, by ceilings both of which should have A. standard of
fire resistance comparable with: ,the:'fire-load .and til no-tease' less .,than !la1i'
:c
an hour.' Such. areas should, for preference adjoin the external wall.
Construction
In consideration of the structural requirements of single-storey factory
buildings, attention must be given to the following elements of structure:

(a)

(a)

External walls;

(b)

Structural frames;

(c)

Fire division walls;

(d)

Roofs.

External walls

The function of the external wall in relation to fire is to contain it
within the perimeter of the buildinG and by so doing reduce the hazard from fire
by radiation to adjoining buildings. The introduction of windows tends to nullify
the efficiency of the wall as a fire barrier. Therefore, pr-ovd.ded the space
separation from adjoining buildings is adequate, the fire resistance of the
external wall is not critical.
Where, however, walls are sited on the boundary or in close proximity to
other buildings on the same site or adjacent to storage areas of combustible
material, it is preferable that the wall should be imperforate. 'and have a
fire resistance not less than that appropriate to. the fire load of the building.
The fire resistance of the external wall unless it is constructed independentJ.y
of any structural frame, will depend to a large extent upon the fire resistance
of the structural members which support it. It may be seen, therefore, that in
order that the wall may attain the required fire resistance,encasing of certain
structural steelwork may be necessary.
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(b)

Structural frames

In general, hlwever, the encasing of structural steelwork will achieve
little in improving the fire safety of the building. The fact that steel
will soften and fail to support its load at a comparatively low temperature
and at an ear1y st~ge in a fire is often advanced as a good reason why structural steelwork shoJld be enoased in order to give it a standard of ,fire
resistance. It is Idoubtful, however, whether in fact this is a sound argument.
In order to preveny the collapse of a modern single-storey shed type bUilding
it will be necessary tc do more t~An encase the stanchions up to truss level,
which would appear Ito be the maximum economic protection which could be
provided. Beams ~d other supporting members would also require to be protected
Lf' structural stability of the stanchions in the large span building is to be
maintained. The use of such structural protection also presents, problems in
relation to production
line alterations which ~ a feature of modern manufactuI
ring methods.
I
(c)

r

divisi~nlwalls
By far the mo~t important' structural

v

Fire

precaution which can be taken to
reduce fire losses lis by the use of the fire division wall, used ,to reduce
the area at risk ay anyone time to the economic minimum. These walls should,
where possible, have a fire resistance related to the fire load of the building,
be so desiBPed and Iconstructed that they form a complete 'fire-tight' seal
within the building and will retain their stability should fire occur.

flexibili~

It is apprecilted that such walls may restrict the
of production layout. The ~ffects of this may be reduced by the use of lightweight,
prefabric~ted or d~mountable fire resisting screen walls many of which have
adequate fire resi~tance for'the normal low fire load factory. The use of
brick or blockworklfor such purposes is usually only necessary where the fire
load of the buildill[; or portion of the bud.Ldd.ng , such as stores areas, exceeds
I
one hour.
Openings of considerable extent may be tolerated in such fire separation
provided adequate means of effecting a closure, in case of fire, is installed.
,It is preferable that such means should be automatic, either by means of heatsensitive devices 6r other similar means.
"

~hich

must of necessity pass through such walls, should
Ducts and serJices,
be effectively sealed against spread of fire. Ducts should be designed with
fire dampers withi~ the duct at the wall junction or be constructed of fireresisting construction. Service pipes should be sealed into the wall with
materials which have a Lood resistance to the effects of fire.
Whilst it is Jreferable that the doors or shutters to 'openings should have
the same standard of fire resistance as the wall, small openings, such as normal
acce as doors, may be consic1ercod satisfactory i f their fire resistance is not
less than half the!period reqtured for the wall with a minimum fire resistance
of half an hour. I
Glazing, evenlof wired glass, should not be used in doors or walls of fire
divisions if any degree of fire safety is to,be obtained from the division wall.
(d)

Roofs

i.
I

The roof of the shed type building i f constructed of combustible material
is thco largest single source of potential fire hazard. ~J virtue of its
corrosion resisting properties the value of the bitumen protected metals must
be recognised as a suitable material for the roofing of industrial buildings.
Nevertheless, it m¥st be appreciated that its surface consists of materials
that are combustible and can, under certain circumstances, present a considerable fire hazard. iIt is necessary, therefore, to take precautions to reduce
this risk to the minimum.
I

I
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With the advent of the Thermal Insulation (Industrial) Buildings Act it is'
necessary, in the majority of factory buildings, to use some form of insulation
under the external weather resisting covering. ~bere protected metal,roof
.
coverings are used, consideration should be given to the use of non-combustible
or inherent~ Class 1 linings. If combustible lining materials are used they
should be fixed in intimate contact with the covering and in such a way that,
should fire occur within the building, the possibility of the lining becoming
detached from 'the covering, at an ear~ stage in the fire, is reduced to a
minimum.
The same principle of fixing is also important where combustible linings
are used in conjunction with non-combustible external coverings. It is not
so important; however, that the lining should be fixed direct~ in contact with
the roof sheeting, although where cavities are formed the possibility of fire
developing unseen in the cavity cannot be ignored.
As has been stated, the most satisfactory roof construction from the
standpoint of fire safety is the non-combustible external covering in conj~ction
with a non-combustible internal lining. Such a form of construction should,
wherever possible, be adopted both on new buildings and wherever re-roofing of
an existing building is undertaken.
Fire ventine;
In the large shed type building roof venting has been advanced as a method
of overcoming the problem of fire spread in the very large undivided areas met
,nth today in modern production line factories.
The first thing which has to be determined is what is one endeavouring
to 'achieve by venting via the roof. The answer must be to reduce the spread of
fire, to remove the products of combustion and the keep the temperature at roof
level below the point at which distortion and 'collapse of the strllcture.can
occur at an ear~ stage in the fire. Whilst research into this problem is ,in the
experimental stage certain general principles are now becoming apparent.
In consideration of the problem two important aspects must be taken into
account.
(a)

The amount and disposition of any combustiole material at roof level;

(b)

The amount, characteristics, and disposition of combustible materials
on the floor.

The first can be' controlled at the design stage by the selection of
appropriate materials and methods of construction. The second is more difficult
to control, and is dependent upon the process ,for which the buildine is designed'
and used , As has been suggested, it is preferable that the roof covering and
internal lining should be non-combustible. If they are non-combustible, the
possibility of fire spread in the roof itself is effective~ reduced. The problem
then, however , is one of reducing the risk of ' smoke and hot gases from a fire on
the floor spreading throughout the building. Roof venting nmy be used to reduce
this risk.
'

J

. In order that the vents may be effective it, is general~ necessary, unless
the vents are very large and the amount of combustibles relative~ small to
channel the smoke ~~d hot gases towards the vents by means of non-combustible
barriers or curtains, in the case of pitch roofs as truss infilling and .dth
flat roofs as barriers across the width of the building in the form of deep
beams. The effect of this type of construction is to produce a shallow chimney
into which the smoke and hot gases may be teIDporari~ contained.'
'
It may be seen, therefore, that the deeper these barriers are, that is to say
the nearer to floor level they become, the greater will be the chimney effect
produced.
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Vents should be sited at
The percentage per hnit floor
depend, amongst oth~r things,
nature and disposition of the
,

the hiVlest point within each controlled area.
area of open vent between fire.curta~ns will
upon the height of the bUilding and upon the
combustible materi~ls at floor level.

It must not bel assumed that this method of fire control will ~liminate
the posdbili~J of fire .•spread throughout a building. It is, however, likely
that a considerablel del~ in the build-up of smoke and hot gases may be
expected. Although, an increase in the rate of burning within the fire area
may occur at floor level, the tendency of the products of combustion to spill
over into adjoining' areas will, in most cases, be substantially reduced.

impor~

In the design bf fire curtains fire resistance is unlikely to be
,
tailt, in the normall low risk factory non-combustibility and the ability of
the material used tb withstand high temperatures is all that is usually
necessary. For pra'ctical reasons it is usually only possible to form structural fire curtainsl to tie-beam level. Serious consideration should, however,
be given to the usel of flexible non-combustible curtains below this level.
These m~ take the form of asbestos roller blinds which fall into place should
fire occur. The ne'arer these curtains come to the floor the less is the
tendoncy for smoke 'nnd hot gases to spread within the building.
The vents theJselves should be controlled by heat-sensitive elements or
similar devices. where large' areas of ventilation are required the use of
plastics of low melting-point should be considered. The use of a series of
small vents suitabl~ for comfort ventilation are unlikely to be of much benefit under fire conditions.
It is of inteJest to note that in the large fires under consideration,
none of the factori'es were equi.pped with any form of fire venting or any form
of truss infilling. Comfort ventilation, however, WaS installed in a number
of instances but achieved little or no reduction in the rapid spread of fire.
I

Means of escape
The first consideration in a fire must be the safety of the nersonnel
within the building and its precincts. Fire warning systems, whi~h are
obligatory, should Ibe capabl~ of functioning at all times, and must be of
such a type that it can be heard throughout the building that they are intended to serve. The meaning of the alarm must be understood by all persons in
the building; the :alarm must be clearly distinguishable from all other
sounds in the factory.
I

The distance that any operative has to traverse from his place of
working to the out~ide of the building or to a place of safety should be as
short as possible. I In the modem single-storey factory, the actual distance
from the centre of rhe building to the outside may be considerable and may
necessitate a considerably greater travel distance than the direct route on
plan woufd pre2uppdse. To overcome this difficulty fire resisting enclosures
around escape rout~s within thA building should be adopted where distances
and time to traver~e them become excessive.
'
Even in Singlj-storey factories galleries and basements are often
encountered, all ofl which tend to increase the complexity of planning
problems in relation to means of escape. It is necessary, therefore, at the
planning stage, to Istudy the building area by area to ascertain that wherever
fire may occur it ~s possible,for personnel to reach, in the minimUm of time,
a place of safety ~nd from'such a position direct egress to the open air.
The desirable Imaximum distance of travel to a protected area, e.g. a
SUitably enclosed ahd constructed corridor, lobby or staircase, or to the
open air, will va~ with the type of building, the number of persons employed
and the nature of the manufacturing process.
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..

Fire resisting construction to all corridors .and staircases, glazed with
the minimum of wired glass, are essential to provide a reasonable degree of
fire safety, corridors should be straight, contaL, as few turns as possible
and be of adequate width. All linings to both walls and ceilings should be
non-combustible or inherently Class 1. Staircases should be in straight
flights between floor and gallery. They should be placed preferably on an
outside wall and provided with natural ventilation. Doors to escape routes
should be designed and constructed to reduce to the minimum the penetration
of smoke and hot gases.
Active fire precautions
Passive fire precautions are the siting of the building to reduce fire
spread, internal design and sub-division to reduce fire loss and the fire
resistance standards of elements of structure. Such methods only become
effective if and when a fire gains a hold on the building. I t is very desirable to prevent the fire ever reaching the stage when structural precautions
become significant.
To this end active fire fighting measures should forin part of every
factory equipment and routine. It may be said that lack of efficient and suitable equipment and availability of staff to carry out these active measures .was ,
to a large extent, responsible for a number of the recent large fire losses in
single-storey factory buildings.
Many more fires occur annually in industry than are ever reported to the
Fire Authority, the majority of the fires being small in origin and effectively
dealt with by employed personnel. It is however, the small insignificant fire
caused by careless disposal of waste, faulty electrical equipment, sparks from
cutting tools and many other causes which in themselves may seem unimportant
which unless tackled'promptly and effectively, can turn a loss of a few pounds
into one of millions.
The complexity of modern industrial production methods cannot economically
tolerate the destruction, by fire, of even one sub-division of a building. It
is, therefore, necessary, at the design stage, to consider the installation of
fire fighting equipment of all kinds both manual and automatic.
First Aid Appliances
Hose reels and fire extinguishers of all kinds should form the first line
Such appliances should be strategically sited throughout
the building and prominently displayed. The practice of concealing such equipment in cupboards and behind decorative panels, in the administrative sections
of the building, may lead to serious consequences.
of defence against fire.

Sprinkler installations
The most satisfactory automatic equipment for the reduction of fire' hazard
in the majority of industrial buildings, is the automatic sprillicler installation.
These installations provide a means of detecting a fire, sounding an alarm, and
delivering water to the seat of the fire, thus helping to keep the fire in check.

,

'.

It is sometimes felt -that such automatic installations may create extensive
water damage. This is not usually so as water is discharged only through those
spri~~ler heads in the vicinity of the fire where the rise in temperature is
sufficient to operate th9m. An adequate water supply is essential for the
efficient operation of sprinkler systems and the availability of supplies or
means of supplementing them should be carefully considered at the design stage.
Where installations have failed to achieve the expected protection it is
usually traceable to causes other than efficacy of the sprinkler itself. SUch
causes may be unsuitable stacking and storage methods, the'installation of
suspended ceilings beneath the sprinkler heads or by the erection of walls around
storage areas, after the installation is installed, so' cutting off the sprin1cler
head from the source of the fire. Here again it is interesting to note that in
most of the large fires under consideration, no sprinkler system was installed.
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I

Chemical foam and water-spray installations
In certain oalses water may be either ineffective as an extinguishing
agerrt , or possibJ.i dangerous, and one or other of the following automatic
fire protection measur-es should be considered.

!

Carbon dioxi~e gas may be used in areas such as eleotrioal switch
rooms or highly flb.lJlIIIable paint spraying or dipping plants. These installations should be co'ntrolled by heat-sensitive devioes.
,

,

Foam,installations, shoUld be used when petror:or othe'r highly rlammable liquids are ~sed or stored. Water spray installations m~ also be used
to oontrol oil fir,es, and partioularly those in oil-filled eleotrioal transformers, oil-prooe,ssint; plants and paint and varnish works. Suoh systems
May be automatio or hand operated.

~I

Fire fi@ting

V

,

.

I
I

A p~ive.te fi~ brigade can play an important part in safeguarding
faotory prenises and form a very useful first link in the ohain of fire
safety. In the la\:-ger
industrial imderto!dngs the private brigade may well
I
oonstitute a major, fire-fighting unit, oapable of dealing with the majority
of fires which mai,ooour. It is extremely important that close liaiason
should be establis~ed and maintained between such private brigad~s and the
publio fire servio;e.

,

In order that, the public brigade can fight a fire satisfaotorily
within the larger industrial building, it is neoessary, amongst other things,
to provide adequat,e hydrant outlets throughout all seotions of the building.
Alterations to plaht l~out and the erection of partitions and walls within
produotion areas, ~hich may restrict the use of or require the re-siting of
hydrant outlets, should be notified to the Fire Authority.
,

Conclusions

I
I

I
Many single-storey factories are extensive in, area, under one roof, and
it may be expectedl that they will become even larger as automation beoomes
more widespread. Structures may be expected to be light in weisht, tending
to become merely weather protecting, and having little or no fire resistance.
I
I

From the firei safety standpoint these tendencies may be undesirable.
However, i f the re~ommendations that have been sugsested are implemented at
the design stage and subsequently during the life of the building, the riak
of the small fire,: should it occur, becoming a large one may be substantially
reduced.
'!
I

I

The preventionI of fire in industry is a matter for factory management
and is closely related to good housekeeping, the importance of which cannot
be too highly streksed. Lack of cleanliness and tidiness within' the factory
premises can soon produce conditions which may turn a normally non-hazardous
factory into a high fire risk. Adequate madrrbenance and the training of
personnel in an aw~eness of the potential hazard from fire can assist greatly
in reducing the ri~k.
,

r
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